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Instead of tearing 
everything down, let 
selected buildings 
stand and make them 
more significant by 
turning them into 
public iconic center-
pieces surpassing the 
new structure. 

Replace individual 
divided green spaces 
(resulting from garden 
city ideals) by one 
continuous connected 
roof parkscape that 
attracts use by entire 
surrounding. 

Inverting the figure-
ground plan has two con-
ceptional advantages: The 
genetic structure of the 
preceding city is kept, 
while individualistic free-
standing buildings are 
replaced by an interlinked 
courtyard system forming 
the basis for a more com-
munal living form.

Short term cost based 
estates typically result 
with generic repetitive-
ness. Within a large 
structure a heterogenious 
scale can be realized 
(with the help of paramet-
ric design even in a highly 
efficient manner) enabling 
the clustering of neigh-
bourhoods.

Singular buildings solely 
account for their indi-
vidual energy. A horizon-
tal densification naturally 
encourages and creates 
synergetic energy stor-
age, utilization and 
recovery.

Inscentives for typical 
real estate development 
lead to neglect efficiency, 
grey energy and lifespan. 
This significant community 
structure (the cooperative 
as social and economic 
model) will generate the 
imperative for a lasting 
value in design.
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BOBA FLAT - HORIZONTAL DENSIFICATION
Boba Flat is a high density lowrise architectural project developped for 
the housing cooperative ABZ in Zurich Wollishofen, Switzerland. It imple-
ments trailblazing spacial ideas as well as new energy concepts. 
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     SHOT A: THE INVERTED 
FOOTPRINT is 
a radically new space 
conception based on a 
solid-void dialectic. It 
enables an extensive public 
rooftop park for leisure 
activities. The park is 
structured with semi-public 
pavillions. Their roofshapes 
result from the ideal incline 
and orientation of hybrid 
photovoltaic panels.  

     SHOT B: THE YARDVIEW 
KITCHEN is an example of 
the wide variety of semi-
private spaces in one of the 
many different appartment 
types. This bright living 
space adjoins a private 
microatrium and a silent 
gardenyard shared with the 
local neighbourhood. 

     SHOT D: THE MULTI PUR-
POSE INDIVIDUAL PARKING 
GARAGE is inherent part of 
the living and entrance space 
of this apartment type. It is 
directly connected to a patio 
for low speed circulation. An 
electrical charging station 
providing peak-load balancing 
is integrated into a control 
panel for the networked build-
ing systems management unit. 

     SHOT C: THE HEART 
OF EACH PLAZA with a 
variety of public uses is 
defined by a preserved 
iconic building from the 
former urban structure 
which now serves as 
monumental marker and 
projection plane for 
open air cinema. The 
“spanish steps” to the 
left connet the plaza to 
the roofscape.  
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GROUP
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Example of an elaborate flat share for 
up to nine inhabitants (scale 1:750)

Top floor with 
yardview kitchen

Second floor
sleeping rooms

Base
floor

COURTYARD TYPES

Five different yardtypes account for 
architectural specificity, identity and 
orientation within the megastructure.

1. ENCLAVE - results from property lines 
2. PLAZA - public square with preserved building 

in center (total of 10)
3. PATIO - arcdelike and paved for low speed 

circulation and play (total of 13)
4. GARDENYARD - opening towards the top, 

quiet and extensively green (total of 26)
5. MICROATRIUM - private space 

belonging to individual apart-
ments for lighting   
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APARTMENT TYPES

There is a rich diversity of apartments to 
accomodate the widest possible range of 

life forms, age and income groups:

A. GROUP APARTMENT (200-320sqm)
B. LIVING & WORKING UNIT (72-152sqm)
C. BIG FAMILY APARTMENT(108-168sqm)

D. SMALL FAMILY MAISONETTE (92-
140sqm)

E. BACHELOR / COUPLE UNIT 
(38-62sqm)
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LOW-EX TECH

Low exergy systems minimize primary 
energy use and maximize exploitation of free 

low-value resources.

a. HYBRID PV PANELS costing < $1 per watt and 
capturing electricity along with low-value heat at ~30 °C  

for heat pump production of hot water at COP>10
b. HEAT RECOVERY from exhaust and  wastewater for heat 
pump and storage optimization (air-water / water-water)
c. DECENTRALIZED HEAT PUMPS moving more than 10 

units of heat per unit electricity input for COP>10
d. THERMAL MASS (slabs) minimizes supply temperature 

improving heat pump COP
e. DECENTRALIZED AIR SUPPLY eliminates ducts and 

their large pressure (exergy) losses
f. MULTI-ZONE BOREHOLES that capture/store  

optimal temperatures for heating and 
cooling from different levels of the 

ground‘s thermal gradient   
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ROOFTOP

Public functions with less lighting 
requirements are integrated into the 

structure and permit a larger open area 
on top.

A. SCHOOL YARD STARIS (top) / 
WARDROBES (below) 

B. SOCCER FIELD (top) / GYM HALL (below)
C. PAVILLIONS are distributed all over 
providing access and room for semi-

private functions
D. SWIMMING POOL (top) / 

PARKING (below)
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SYNERGY

The nature of the construction 
brings apartments into a network 

that facilitates the connection and 
distribution of resources like heat, 

electricity, and light , as well as infor-
mation. This makes new paradigms in 
energy usage, control and monitoring 

possible while also maximizing the 
potential level usage of stocha-

stic renewable energy 
resources.

  

30º/30º Isometric View 1:1500
Possible final execution of project (~2030) 

   

CIRCULATION TYPES 

Six different circulation types enable 
multiple connections on various levels.

I. RING STREET - the building is surrounded by a 
conventional street expanding to the rest of the city
II. INTERIOR STREET - wide covered alleys interlin-

king the patios for low speed car circulation
III. INTERIOR PATH - ground level biking and pedes-

trian tunnels connecting gardenyards and patios
IV. ACCESS BALCONIES - access to second and 
third floor apartments - no interior staircases 
V. CIRCULAR ROOFPATH - connecting impor-

tant points on the roofcape
VI. „SPANISH STEPS“ - expanive 

stairs linking roofscape and 
plazas
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JUGENDHAUS
A series of row 
houses now 
serving as youth 
gathering place

GESUNDHEITSHAUS
A former long house 
type transformed 
into a medical center    

GENOSSENSCHAFTS-
HAUS
House for the central 
administration of the 
cooperative

WERKHAUS
Offers spaces for 
cultural events and 
art classes

MAUCHWARDHAUS
A communal hotel for 
visiting friends

HAURIHAUS
Kindergarden 
and daycare

SCHULHAUS 
ENTLISBERG
The local primary school is 
integrated into the growing 
structure

KIRCHGEMEINDE-
HAUS
Existing community 
center

LETZIHAUS
Highrise now serving as 
wardrobe and climbing 
wall for sports center

ENTLISHAUS
Public house for small 
local businesses


